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Bringing qualities back in.    
Towards a new analytical approach for examining the 
transnationalization of public spheres

Alexandra Polownikow

Abstract

In the article, I develop a normative argumentation and an analytical concept 
to further the study of transnationalization of the public sphere by incorporat-
ing media content qualities. With the ongoing expansion of politics beyond 
national borders, there has been a debate about its ‘public sphere deficit’. As a 
response, the concept of transnationalization of the national public sphere has 
been introduced: With national media covering international and transnational 
politics, the public can inform itself and potentially participate in discussions 
on these issues. So far, research has mainly measured the extent of transna-
tional media coverage. However, this approach for empirical examination of 
the transnationalization of public spheres poses a contradiction to its critical 
‘public sphere deficit’ rationale and the normative basis of public sphere the-
ory. To resolve this discrepancy, I suggest the incorporation of media content 
qualities into transnationalization research. Therefore I discuss the concept of 
media quality in the context of public sphere theory and examine the few stud-
ies that have already dealt with the quality of transnational media coverage. 
On this basis I develop my own qualities concept. And finally, to investigate 
these qualities, I outline the research design for a quantitative content analysis. 
Here the juxtaposition of transnational with national media coverage marks the 
main analytical contribution, since national coverage can serve as a benchmark 
for evaluation. This new approach constitutes a good starting point for further 
normative discussion on the transnationalization of the public spheres.

Keywords: transnationalization, public sphere, media quality, media cover-
age, quantitative content analysis
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nalism, Representation and the Public Sphere. Bremen: edition lumière.
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1. Introduction: The public sphere deficit of transnational politics

At a time when the crises of financial markets or climate change are just two 
examples of pressing transborder challenges, and when a heightened sense of 
mobility as well as technological advances shape our everyday life, national 
borders are becoming continuously more permeable. To keep pace with this 
development, international cooperation is increasing and a transfer of politi-
cal decision-making from the nation-state to the inter- or supranational lev-
el is taking place. These processes are studied under keywords such as Eu-
ropeanization (e.g. Radaelli, 2003) or Global Governance (e.g. Zürn, 2012), 
and have sparked an extensive debate about the democracy and legitimacy 
deficit of institutions like the European Union (EU) (e.g. Follesdal and Hix, 
2006; Moravcsik, 2002; Scharpf, 2009) or Global Governance regimes (e.g. 
Keohane, 2011; Zürn, 2004). In these cases a public sphere deficit is often 
diagnosed as a core problem (de Beus, 2010). Since the creation of a uniform 
European – let alone global – public sphere is neither likely nor debatably ex-
pedient (Risse, 2003: 4-6), the transnationalization of national public spheres 
poses a possible response to the lack of public sphere and citizen support. 
Only if citizens – who are still mostly situated in a national framework – can 
access information about transnational political processes, can they potential-
ly contribute to the discussions and decision-making on these issues. At this 
point, national media is introduced as the most important actor in the creation 
of a public sphere, as well as a forum for the citizenry and the political system 
(Koopmans, 2004: 3). Hence the qualities of media coverage of transnational 
political processes move into focus – a fact that has mostly been neglected in 
studies on the transnationalization of public spheres.

In the article, I focus on the transnationalization of the public sphere and 
develop a theoretical argumentation as well as an analytical concept to further 
the research by incorporating media content qualities as an additional dimen-
sion of analysis. Therefore, I first define the concept of transnationalization of 
public sphere and present central empirical results. Second, I point out a con-
tradiction between the normative background of transnationalization studies 
and the mostly empirical approach for measurement. From that I develop the 
central theoretical argument: the need for incorporating media content quali-
ties into the research of transnationalization of public spheres. Furthermore, 
I introduce studies that have already dealt with the quality of transnational 
media coverage and use them as a point of reference for the next part. In this, 
I outline a research agenda by bringing together the theoretical backdrop of 
public sphere theory, and the approaches used in media qualities research, con-
densing them into my own empirical design. Here the main contribution is the 
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utilization of national media coverage as a benchmark for analyzing the quali-
ties of transnational media coverage. In conclusion, I discuss the implications 
of the new approach for the research on transnationalization of public spheres.

2. Theory and state of research I:     
Studying the transnationalization of public spheres

Transnationalization is most often examined from the perspective of European-
ization with a focus on the European public sphere. Research activities can be 
differentiated broadly into two perspectives. The first discusses the  (im )possibil-
ity, necessity and theoretical understanding of a transnational public sphere 
(e.g. Habermas, 2001; Schlesinger, 1999; Splichal, 2006; van de Steeg, 2010), 
whereas the second is more analytically orientated, and focuses on the empir-
ical measurement of the transnationalization of media coverage and the public 
sphere (e.g. Hepp et al., 2012; Wessler et al., 2008; Wessler and Brüggemann, 
2012). The difference between the perspectives is not clear-cut, since empirical 
studies often base their rationale on normative discussions similar to the first 
strand. However, there is a tendency to center on the second perspective, i.e. on 
the transnationalization of the public sphere as an empirical concept. 

According to this notion, the transnationalization of public spheres is 
understood as the extension of public communication flows beyond the na-
tional frame of reference (Brüggemann et al., 2009: 395). National public 
spheres are not replaced by transnational ones, but they keep on existing in 
and beside each other (Wessler and Brüggemann, 2012: 64). Transnation-
alization of public spheres is a long-term process of structural transformation 
with different social-spatial scopes (e.g. European, Western, global) and can 
be characterized according to different dimensions (Wessler et al., 2008: 9).

In a newer concept the dimensions that constitute the transnationaliza-
tion of public spheres are the extension of infrastructure, actors, the audience 
and media content beyond national borders (Wessler and Brüggemann, 2012: 
64-67). However, transnationalization of public spheres is commonly concep-
tualized as the transnationalization of media coverage and measured with the 
following dimensions¹: 1. Monitoring governance (also called vertical trans-
nationalization), 2. Discursive integration (horizontal transnationalization), 3. 
Discourse convergence, and 4. Collective identification. The first dimension 
of vertical transnationalization refers to the visibility of supranational actors 
and/or policies in media coverage (e.g. reports on the elections of the EU-par-
liament or the current Secretary-General of the United Nations). Horizontal 
transnationalization denotes media coverage of foreign institutions, actors and/
or policies (e.g. the crisis in the Middle East, or the US Secretary of State). 
Discourse convergence goes one step further and refers to the similarities in 
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different national media discourses concerning the perceived relevance and 
definition of a problem, similar discourse coalitions and repertoires of justi-
fications (e.g. similar coalitions of pro-life and pro-choice activists debating 
the matter of abortion in different countries at the same time naming similar 
arguments). The fourth and most demanding dimension refers to a collective 
identification, described as the acknowledgement of certain collectives (e.g. 
the Europeans, the Western world) and the expression of belonging to these 
collectives (e.g. us Europeans, our Western values) (Wessler et al., 2008: 10-
12; for a specification of vertical and horizontal transnationalization see Koop-
mans and Statham, 2010: 38).

Central empirical results – which mostly focus on the Europeanization of 
public spheres – point to an increased vertical Europeanization in print media 
outlets, though still to a minor degree. Indications of foreign European actors 
and policies stagnate on a rather high level. Discourses in different European 
countries are convergent with respect to the topic and cited actors, but not as 
much regarding the focus of the argumentation. Collective identification in 
form of collective references as (us) Europeans are infrequent (Hepp et al., 
2012: 63-83; Koopmans, Erbe and Meyer, 2010; Wessler et al., 2008: 40-52). 
Furthermore, the degree of transnationalization highly depends on the policy 
field that is covered by the media (Koopmans, Erbe and Meyer, 2010: 76-
79). Moreover, each national public sphere bears differences – e.g. the British 
Times is Europeanized very little vertically as well as horizontally, whereas 
within the coverage of the French Le Monde the vertical dimension is strong 
and in the German Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung the horizontal dimension 
dominates (Wessler et al., 2008: 63-70). 

The different patterns of Europeanization between media outlets can be 
explained by the number of foreign correspondents and the editorial mission of 
the quality newspaper as well as the power and the size of the reporting country 
(Brüggemann and Kleinen-von Königslöw, 2009). The last important influ-
ence on the degree of Europeanization is the type of media outlet – tabloids 
and regional newspapers are far more nation-oriented than quality newspapers 
(Brettschneider and Rettich, 2005: 148-150; Kleinen-von Königslöw, 2012). 

Recapitulating, the transnationalization of public spheres can be summa-
rized as a multi-segmented and somewhat steady process over time, thus be-
coming more relevant on the level of national public spheres.
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3. Theory and state of research II:     
The need for a media qualities perspective

The aforementioned studies on the transnationalization of public spheres reveal 
a contradiction between their normative background and the merely analytical 
measurement of the phenomenon: On the one hand, citizens’ EU-skepticism 
and the need for public debate vis-à-vis a deepening and widening of European 
integration or the public sphere deficit are chosen as a rationale behind empir-
ical examinations. On the other hand, measurement of the transnationalization 
of the public sphere neglects the implications of public sphere theory as well 
as the perspective of informing the citizens, because it merely focusses on the 
extent of vertical and horizontal transnational media coverage or similarities 
in discourses, and the quantity of expression of commonalities. My suggestion 
– following the comments made by Fraser (2007) and Trenz (2010) – is to 
reestablish a normative component in the research on transnationalization of 
public spheres by paying closer attention to the theoretical basis of the public 
sphere concept. To be able to do so, I first need to consider what generating a 
functioning debate and public sphere entails theoretically.

In accordance with the idea of transnationalization, the public sphere can 
be conceptualized as a network of forums of public debate that are linked by 
communication flows (Wessler and Brüggemann, 2012: 57). A public sphere 
is essential for establishing a relationship between citizens and the political 
system, providing a forum for public debate, hence attributing legitimacy to 
political processes and decision-making. Various democracy theories mention 
different requirements for public spheres (Ferree et al., 2002a). One of the 
more normatively demanding yet realistic models for the functions of public 
spheres has been conceptualized by Neidhardt (1994: 8-9): According to his 
precise and thus operationalizable concept, a public sphere needs to provide 
transparency and validation. This in turn results in a reflected public opinion 
offering orientation for citizens as well as for the political system. If on the 
input level the public sphere is to fulfill the function of transparency, it needs 
to allow for all societal groups, topics, and opinions (principle of openness). 
On the throughput level, a public sphere meets its function of validation if the 
debate is led in a discursive manner (principle of discursivity).

Mass media play a crucial role in establishing a public sphere: Due to the 
fact that the media can (at least in theory) reach the whole population, on the 
one hand, they constitute the “master forum” (Ferree et al., 2002b: 10), where 
issues of interest to the society as a whole are depicted, evaluated and dis-
cussed. On the other hand, it is the media’s public function not only to depict 
political and societal processes, but through news selection as well as implicit 
and explicit commentary in the media coverage serve as an independent actor 
for shaping the debate. Whereas the first role of the media as a mirror of polit-
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ical processes has been considered in transnationalization research, the latter 
as an advocate for public debate has mostly been disregarded. Thus, I propose 
that – to enable an informed public debate and ultimately a functioning public 
sphere – the media’s performance and thereby the quality of media coverage 
needs to be incorporated into the research on transnationalization of public 
spheres.

In general, the term quality is a relative measure (Rosengren, 1991: 22), 
describing the accordance of an aspect or product with certain expectations 
or demands, thus always depending on the point of reference. So far, there 
have been many suggestions on how to structure the abundance of research on 
media content quality, some differentiating between the points of reference for 
evaluating quality (Arnold, 2009: 80-104; Neuberger, 2011: 35-74). Concern-
ing the topic of transnationalization of the public sphere, one strand of quality 
research proves especially useful: The normative strand that alludes to demo-
cratic and/or public sphere theories as point of reference to deduce criteria for 
media content quality² (e.g. McQuail, 1992). Even though most research uses 
quality as a central concept, I want to establish the term qualities: Since defin-
ing quality criteria is always a matter of perspective, and talking about quality 
might imply a judgment about what is better and what worse, I want to employ 
a more neutral terminology by conceptualizing qualities as characteristics of 
media coverage that are deduced from a theoretical point of view. This allows 
for a more open examination without an anticipated outcome; the normative 
evaluation is left for the interpretation of empirical results. 

However, before I can develop my analytical concept for qualities in 
transnational media coverage, the few studies explicitly dealing with the issue 
require mentioning: Four studies – curiously all in the German language – ex-
amine the quality of transnational media content in a relative manner, com-
paring the quality of media coverage in different countries (Dietzsch, 2009; 
Kantner, 2006), points in time (Engelmann, 2009) or media outlets (Brantner, 
2008). As criteria they mostly focus on the inclusion of actors from civil so-
ciety in the public discourse, the rationality and balance of articles as well as 
the variety and extent of coverage on the EU. The results cause a worrisome 
assessment: Despite Europeanized media coverage in German print media be-
ing rather balanced and rational (Engelmann, 2009: 49-51), only an average 
15 percent of civil society actors are taken notice of (Brantner, 2008: 228-231; 
Kantner, 2006: 156-158), and the coverage lacks extent as well as variety (Di-
etzsch, 2009: 159).

Even though these studies mostly reference public sphere theory, the in-
terpretation of the results proves difficult due to the lack of context. Therefore 
for further research, it is worthwhile to go back to the theoretical point of 
departure to provide a solid theoretical base as well as a benchmark for inter-
preting findings.
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4. Considerations on a research design: Towards a new approach 

Following Neidhardt’s (1994) principles of the public sphere (see table 1), 
first and foremost openness can be demonstrated as a distinct variety of actors 
and positions within the media coverage. This aspect is one of the most basic 
and widely used criteria in media quality studies; similar descriptives would 
be diversity or pluralism (e.g. McQuail, 1992; Zerback, 2013). In the assess-
ment of the second principle, discursivity, there is an abundance of literature, 
starting with the considerations on deliberation by Habermas (1990, 1992) and 
taking a more empirical turn with concepts on how to measure discursivity. 
For example, Steenbergen and colleagues (2003: 27-30) develop a quantitative 
Discourse Quality Index, applying dimensions such as the level and content 
of justification, respect for other speakers’ positions and the mention of coun-
terarguments. Similarly, Wessler (2008: 4-5) operationalizes deliberativeness, 
among others, through justified counter-argumentation as well as the civility 
of discourse. Besides these qualities, balance is another central criterion for 
discursivity (e.g. Dryzek, 2000). The quality criterion of balance goes one step 
further than variety; as positions or arguments do not need to be many and 
different, but above all need to have a similar status within the media coverage 
to provide a nuanced picture. 

Fusing the theoretical and empirical approaches from quality research 
with the previous studies on the quality of transnational media coverage 
(Brantner, 2008: 232-239; Engelmann, 2009: 50-51), it becomes possible to 
divide the principle of discursivity into the qualities of discourse rationality 
(operationalized by the degree of justification provided for an argument), bal-
ance (between arguments in favor of or against certain issues) and civility (as 
the lack of extremely negative or disrespectful evaluations).

Table 1: Category system for measuring the qualities of media content

Public Sphere 
Principles

Qualities Operationalizations

openness variety variety of actors mentioned
variety of arguments

discursivity rationality degree of justification and proof for argument
balance ratio between positive and negative argu-

ments/evaluations
civility tone of evaluation of actors and arguments
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As mentioned before, going back to the hitherto existing results on the qualities 
of transnational media coverage, the contextualization and interpretation proves 
difficult. Therefore, I suggest using national media coverage as a benchmark.

Such an approach carries the risk of wrongly turning the national media 
coverage into an ideal. However, while taking into consideration that the na-
tional public sphere might be deficient in the first place, only the comparison 
between the national and transnational media coverage enables the interpre-
tation of the transnationalization process within the frame of reference of a 
changing and evolving public sphere.

A second pitfall might be the comparability between national and trans-
national media coverage, since political decision-making processes on differ-
ent systemic levels follow different logics and patterns. Also there are sound 
assumptions and empirical evidence that journalistic news gathering and re-
porting vary in their national and transnational media content (Balčytienė and 
Vinciūnienė, 2010: 146-153; Statham, 2008). Nevertheless, the final product 
– the media coverage – needs to fit into the same media outlet, follow similar 
style and production rules, and cater to the same target group. From the per-
spective of the domestic audience, politics from different systemic levels are 
part of the same information routine and thus comparable. By examining the 
qualities that stand out and interpreting these vis-à-vis different public sphere 
theories, different political logics can potentially be traced within different me-
dia coverage.

Combining the theoretical and empirical standpoint, I consider the ques-
tion of qualities of national and transnational media coverage worthwhile and 
suggest a quantitative content analysis to account for potential patterns. Since 
there is empirical evidence on different degrees of transnationalization in dif-
ferent types of media outlet and policy field, examining a broad picture of the 
media landscape as well as different political issues is beneficial. A multi-step 
analysis is to be applied. First, the articles need to be categorized according to 
their degree of transnationalization. Taking into account that even inherently 
transnational topics or events might be covered from a merely national per-
spective, there is a need to establish which media coverage is to be considered 
national versus transnational by measuring the media content. The second step 
of analysis entails a comparison of the articles with a high and a low degree of 
transnationalization per topic and media outlet according to their qualities. The 
relative comparison can prevent confusion by keeping the relevant attributes 
constant, only varying the degree of transnationalization. 
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5. Conclusion: What does the new approach (not) provide?

In the article, I showed that the research of transnationalization of public 
spheres can benefit from incorporating a qualities perspective into its agenda. 
For developing my own qualities for transnational media coverage, namely 
variety, rationality, balance and civility, I discussed central criteria from pub-
lic sphere theory, referring to a strand of quality research and previous stud-
ies. For the empirical analysis, I outlined a multi-level research design, first 
categorizing media coverage according to its degree of transnationalization, 
secondly forming extreme groups of lowly versus highly transnational articles 
and, finally, analyzing them according to their qualities. Using national me-
dia coverage as a benchmark poses an essential analytical contribution: Only 
by comparing the qualities of national and transnational media coverage can 
we estimate the characteristics of the transnationalization process of public 
sphere and acquire a deeper understanding of what and how the domestic au-
dience gets to know about transnational political processes. Even though this 
approach doesn’t allow for insight into why the qualities might differ, knowing 
the difference can provide a starting point for interpretation vis-à-vis diverging 
public sphere theories, and thus bring the normative perspective back to the 
research on transnationalization of public spheres.

Notes

1 The analysis of media coverage as an approximation of public sphere is a common approach in 
empirical communication studies, even though equating these two entails theoretical as well as 
empirical problems. One downside is, for example, that the debate depicted in media discourse is 
prone to an elite bias; thus, depending on the media sample, the public discourse portrayed may 
not be completely accurate. However, it can be assumed that media coverage in high quality out-
lets, and/or outlets with a broad reach can satisfactorily reflect and even shape the public discourse.

2 Other strands for the quality evaluation of media content are 1. a more functional approach, fo-
cusing on professional journalistic norms, or 2. a market- and user-oriented approach, dealing 
with the preferences of the audience.
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